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Coding your VW Navigation Unit

http://www.vwnavi.co.uk. Coding your VW Navigation Unit. Using Vag-Com ensure that the. Navigation unit and car ignition is switched on, start Vag-Com. 
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Coding your VW Navigation Unit



Using Vag-Com ensure that the Navigation unit and car ignition is switched on, start Vag-Com



From the Control Module Selection screen select 56 – Radio



The radio will go off and the screen will display “Diag”, in addition if you have an instrument cluster display this will also display “Diag”. You may hear the odd click from the speakers, this is normal and is caused by the unit checking the connection of the speakers.
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The item of interest on this screen is the Soft Code use the table below to set the Soft code using the Recode-07 function



1



2



3



4



5



Function Additional Equipment 1 = Active (Amplified) Aerial Std on Golf 2 = CD Changer 4 = Second (In Dash Panel) Display “FIS” (Add the total for the options 7 = all)



Additional Amplifier 0 = No Additional Amplifier 1 = Bose Sound System 2 = Nokia DSP Sound System Number of Speakers 2 = 2 Front 4 = 2 Front 2 rear Sound Matching Golf 3 Door = 2 Golf 4 5 door = 1 Golf Estate = 8 ? Country 1 = Non Europe Market 0 = Europe Market Therefore 01417 is a Navigation system fitted to a European 5 door Golf, with Bose Sound System, CD changer, active aerial and FIS display
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The Measurement Blocks for the Radio part of the Navigation System are fairly straight forward, note for the bench test I had no rear speakers, CD changer of FIS connected.



Next return to the Select Control Module and select 37 – Navigation (Note if you have the TV tuner it’s Control Module 57)
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For the navigation Unit only soft code 00002 works, so no need to change this. Adaptation does require changing, see table below for values



Adaptation Channel 01 – Tyre Circumference Set this value in accordance with the table below Value 1935 1910 1930 1930 1937 1895 1935



Tyre Size 195/65 R15 205/60 R15 205/55 R16 225/45 R17 255/35 R18 185/65 R15 195/65 R15



Adaptation Channel 02 – Pulses per revolution Set this as follows (For Golf Mk 4 only) 8 43



If you have used the Gala wire for speed sense If you have connected the speed pulse to the ABS



Adaptation Channel 03 - Diagnostics Leave this at 0
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The Measurement blocks for the Navigation side are self explanatory, Group 002, reverse is as it says, if you select reverse gear is goes to Reverse ON, terminal 15 is the ignition ON. Group 004 is the FIS if fitted and coded, Group 005 is the internal data bus and if you have a TMC unit “Traffic Radio” goes to 1 Group 05 is the speed pulse, so if you go for a drive it will show the speed in Km/h



That’s it, check for and clear any fault codes and unplug the VagCom unit
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VW Powerplants 

AeroConversions) offer finished, test-run engines, plus parts Ã  la carte. (AeroConversions supplies complete engine kits only, plus support parts for kit customers ...
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NAVIGATION LOG 

USE WITH ATR 72-212A (PW 127F). 21 T. CRUISE TO ALTERNATES: MINIMUM TIME - TWO ENGINES - ISA - NO ICING. FLIGHT: ..... CREW : â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦./â€¦
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April Navigation 

â€œApril Navigationâ€�. ProcÃ¨s verbal. Le polyvalent a marchÃ© sur la queue du chat du bord : le chat l'a mordu. Compte-rendu du charpentier au bosco. Le polyvalent ...
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NAVIGATION LOG 

TAS: 271. FF/ENG: 359. ISA: -21. TOD: 55. IAS: 209. FU/NM: 2,6. âˆ† ISA: ...... ETP: 86 NM - 6 NM BEFORE THRED - MEAN EFFECTIVE WIND = 0 kts. LEGS: WPT.
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RF UNIT CONTROL UNIT 

100K*4. CP202 1K*4. S. AL. -. -. TX. S R+. CT. DT. PAG. E L BUSY. APO. F. 2.5. 5. 7.5 . . . S26 S25 S24 S23 S22 S21 S20 S19 S18 S17 S16 S15 S14 S13 S12 ...
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VW Powerplants - Size 

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS. SO, WHY THE .... VWs present an inherently troublesome problem for intake systems ... manifold. The VW heads also are sometimes available with. â€œstandardâ€� or â€œlargeâ€� valves. Bigger, in ...
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chenal de navigation navigation channel 

SIGNALISATION /. SIGNAL LIGHTS. LEAMY LAKE PARKWAY. HU 18. LAC DE LA CARRIÃˆRE. PROMENADE DU LAC-LEAMY. AUTOROUTE 50. HIGHWAY 50.
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03: Huffman Coding Shannon-Fano Coding 

Add '0' to the codes in the first set and '1' to the rest. âž¢ Recursively assign the rest of the code bits for the two subsets ...... Identical to Huffman code for {1, 2, 3, â€¦} ...
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an engineer's vw installation 

on each exhaust. The gascolator box at the firewall is to keep the gascolator cool with blast air. Safety wire on the valve cover bolts. White, high temper-.
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Coding Standard 

Mar 5, 2003 - The use of a certain compact style in some of the examples is considered suitable for ... 2 under http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en- .... NET) do not support distinguishing identifiers by case, so do not defi
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Navigation tools 

Oct 30, 2002 - GPS The most useful and immediate tool is probably the GPS. ... Metallic case compasses needs to be properly compensated to be accurate.
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Network Coding 

Dec 15, 2006 - Suppose n original packets (before encoded) are M1,M2,â€¦, Mn. â€¢ Each encoded packet X = âˆ‘ i=1:n g i. Mi. â€¢ Here g i is coefficients belonging ...
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Network Coding 

domain, can begin to reap the benefits of network coding with the development of a ... hitless1 tail-end switching scheme, the node in the middle would repeat, in two separate ... and receiver) that we obtain with network coding, but at a cost.
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VW Beta + RP - codedradio 

Ext.Display Ena. * 16. CDC +12 V / +12 V CDC permanent. 5. Line Out right front .... Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH, Hildesheim. Ã„nderungen vorbehalten! Nachdruck ...
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VW Phaeton - Volkspage 

Test your knowledge . ..... Disc seal. Valve body. Working chamber. Membrane disc. Brake pressure sender .... tion in the associated Workshop Manual.
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VW-A4-GE01-15- 

Feb 23, 2006 - Remove and install using injector line wrench 3035. Always remove complete set of lines. Do not bend, kink or alter shape. 23 - Vacuum pump.
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VW Passat B6 - Kaross-chip.lv 

Mar 8, 2005 - repair and maintenance costs ... The Passat car line addresses a high-quality target group, ...... Maintenance ranges / direct manual gearbox.
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the institute of navigation: advancing modern navigation technologies 

synergy between the ISPRS and ION research activities in precision geolocation and imaging sensor orientation for geospatial intelligence, r emote sensing and ...
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modern navigation - SmartCockpit 

... RNP, although. RNP RNAV approaches, will certainly become the standard in the future. ..... Flight Crew Training and Operations Manual Complement. Use of the RNAV ...... FM/GPS POS DISAGREE (if GPS installed and not deselected).
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cockpit adf navigation 

And as with the Omni make sure you have the correct station by listening for ... see the ADF Direction Indicator needle move and point to the NDB transmitter to ...
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DS1 Navigation rev 
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Navigation by weighted Chance 

GMD - German National Research Center for Information Technology ... their fundamental motion patterns up to the emergence of grouping behavior (for further ...
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StarPilot celestial navigation 

Jul 9, 2003 - No war- ranty of any kind, including MERCHANTABIL-. ITY or FITNESS FOR ... manual in pdf format on the StarPilot CD. For ..... out of the machine for an extended period with ..... it is there so it won't get confused with another.
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Metaphor-Aware 3D Navigation 

like viewpoint menu) or by direct selection in the 3D space. Relative selection ..... SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering,. Jan. 2000. [3] R. P. ...
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